Abstract

Written in the aftermath of the civil rights era’s expansive hopes, James Baldwin’s last novel, *Just Above My Head* (1979), examines a fundamental issue, the choice between hope and skepticism, or prophecy and doubt. Baldwin approaches this issue by questioning two cornerstone ideas of his fiction, the need for prophetic art and this art’s focus on anticipating a renovated society, often pictured in terms adapted from apocalyptic biblical texts and Gospel music lyrics. *Just Above My Head* is Baldwin’s fullest presentation of this kind of art and its linkage to apocalyptic hopes. He dramatizes these ideas in the art of his Gospel singer protagonist, particularly in a climactic scene of artistic dedication whose Gospel lyric envisions “tearing down the kingdom of this world.” Yet Baldwin also unsparingly questions these same ideas through plot and the blues-inflected skeptical-tragic consciousness of his narrator. Responding to a 1970s moment when hopes for transcendent justice seemed passé, *Just Above My Head*’s unique contribution is not to try to resolve the ideas it counterposes, but to face both the possible falseness of prophetic hope and our continuing need for it, and to present the necessity for choice in a final dream that holds the key to the novel’s meaning. In presenting this issue through a sustained double-voiced narrative that reexamines its author’s artistic practice and raises fundamental choices in outlook and conduct, *Just Above My Head* evidences the continuing artistic vitality of Baldwin’s late fiction.
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*Just Above My Head*, James Baldwin’s last novel (1979), responds to the eclipse of the civil rights era’s utopian hopes by taking as its subject the competing claims of prophecy and doubt. Baldwin explores these claims by revisiting and
questioning a double theme that has shaped much of his fiction: the need for prophetic art and the focus of this art on anticipating a transformed world that Baldwin consistently pictures in terms adapted from prophetic and apocalyptic Bible texts and Gospel music lyrics. *Just Above My Head* both celebrates these ideas, as manifested in the life and art of its protagonist, the Gospel singer Arthur Montana, and also questions them, through the narrative fact, known since the first pages, that Arthur has died at thirty-nine of unexplained natural causes, after a personal and professional decline that is never fully detailed. As his vehicle for this dual focus Baldwin creates a double-voiced narrative told by Arthur’s more worldly and skeptical brother Hall, who expresses his own outlook alongside Arthur’s, allowing both to speak in contention.

This contrast depends in part on a further one, between the novel’s past time, the pre-civil rights and civil rights eras that occupy much of its length, and its post-civil rights era present, which shapes the novel though mentioned only fleetingly. In its past time narrative, *Just Above My Head* represents Baldwin’s elegy for characters who, profane and human, yet “walked by faith.” The phrase echoes Paul’s words on the apostolic life, “For we walk by faith, not by sight,” and so evokes, through these characters, the epoch in African-American culture when its members lived at least in part by prophetic hope. Through the surviving characters’ lives in the 1970s, in contrast, the novel pictures a time when, Robert Reid-Pharr suggests in a deeply-felt commentary, African-Americans have learned, or strive, “to forget the bloody injustices that have been done them and thus to re-member, to reproduce a world that, if not more just, is at least a bit more comfortable.”

Ultimately, Baldwin’s narrator, even while recognizing something like Reid-Pharr’s “forgetting” in his own life, does not accept such a stance as adequate to the past and present. Hall, a complex artist-narrator in his own right, instead adopts an implied aesthetic of tragic awareness. Yet, out of fidelity to those he portrays, he allows Arthur’s contrasting (and perhaps abandoned) prophetic-apocalyptic consciousness to speak on its own and, further, to reenter the novel through its final dream sequence. The contrast between these opposed perspectives—rather than the validity of either—is, I argue, the novel’s basic point. Through its overall structure and this narrative contrivance, *Just Above My Head* presents hope and skepticism as alternative life stances for readers’ own decision: shall we, in our own present worlds, live according to the outlook of prophecy, or of doubt?

Beyond its particulars, this view of the novel suggests a revision of still-frequent perceptions that it is artistically inept—“excessively rhetorical, structurally confusing, and lacking in coherent characterization,” in one fairly recent view—and evidences Baldwin’s waning fictional powers. If Baldwin mobilizes opposed character viewpoints and worldviews in a sustained double-voiced narration, reexamines his own basic aesthetic and social assumptions, and raises issues as fundamental as the continuation or abrogation of hopes for social
reformation, the novel appears, instead, as a culminating work of substantial formal mastery and intellectual power.

**Baldwin and Prophetic Art**

Prophetic art works as a master trope for Baldwin, in that several major works speak of an art that, like biblical prophecy, wakes people to possible transformation in themselves and society. Biblical apocalypse, or the coming to earth of the heavenly city, similarly, functions as a trope projecting a future state of justice and freedom. For Baldwin, who as an adult held no formal religious belief, these ideas work as large-scale imaginative metaphors, though also suggesting human possibilities that in some undefined way are truly sacred. This argument, of course, goes against a significant though not hegemonic interpretive tradition that sees Baldwin as fundamentally, if sometimes ambivalently, hostile to Christian ideas. In the most sustained exposition of this view, Clarence Hardy assesses that Baldwin condemns a Christian God who is “white—that is, actively opposed to the flourishing of black life”—and “silent before black suffering,” and that Baldwin does so “more strongly over time.” As love for such a God must be self-defeating, Hardy believes Baldwin sees African-Americans’ adoption of Christianity as rooted in “shame and not hope.”7

The considerable evidentiary weakness of Hardy’s analysis is that, except for *Go Tell It on the Mountain*, it does not deal in a sustained way with Baldwin’s novels, particularly later ones. Some of his argument rings true. Characters like Rufus Scott in *Another Country* and Leo Proudhammer in *Tell Me How Long the Train’s Been Gone*, for example, see God as “white” and rage at his unresponsiveness or cruelty to his presumed children.8 However, these elements of Hardy’s analysis are not salient in other novels, and those after *Train* instead stress a long African-American struggle against human opposition. These novels, further, show family groups like the Riverses (*If Beale Street Could Talk*) and Montanas (*Just Above My Head*) as occasional churchgoers who are open-minded and tolerant; the main religious opposition these texts present is not between God’s unkept promises and human suffering, but between these characters’ profane yet religiously observant lives and others’ narrow-minded and hypocritical “sanctified” religion. The latter novel also shows church-affiliated characters who serve quietly and effectively amid the civil rights struggle’s everyday perils.9 In important ways, then, Hardy’s view that Baldwin increasingly repudiates an African-American Christianity based on “shame” misses a rapprochement with religious affiliation in Baldwin’s later work, one other critics note.10

More basically, an analysis that largely omits Baldwin’s fiction also misses the way in which Baldwin, while rejecting Christianity as a belief system, adapts and revises core Christian conceptions—especially of prophetic office and the apocalyptic end of tyranny—as an expressive language for conveying human potentialities. Studying Baldwin’s quasi-metaphoric uses of these ideas helps us
understand his treatment of art and society in several works and helps make clear why *Just Above My Head* uses a Gospel singer to embody transcendent social hopes. Doing so also lets us discern, alongside specific topics such as the civil rights movement, homophobia, and the contradictory qualities of Black churches, the text’s overall concern with whether a general transformation of society is possible. Finally, so far as Baldwin himself has been a prophetic singer, understanding his biblically inflected language helps clarify his reckoning with his own art and the possibility that it has been mistaken.

Prophetic and apocalyptic texts are not, of course, univocally liberatory. Recent studies have identified imposition of cult orthodoxy and a sometimes murderous misogyny, for example, as threads in the prophetic literature. This said, most studies of these variegated texts see an emphasis on justice and righteousness (understood as fair treatment and substantive beneficence, especially toward the community’s weak and poor) as similarly salient, as, also, most scholars of biblical apocalypticism find in it a call for ultimate justice for the sufferers—crucial elements in African-American understandings. Further, these views in African-American preaching and reading traditions—like other convictions reaching back to Richard Allen and beyond, such as of God’s opposition to oppression—should be seen not as naïve misreadings but as considered emphases, acts of theological interpretation. Baldwin practices a similar, nontheist “theological interpretation” in selecting and sometimes revising or adding to biblical patterns and references to suggest human impulses toward liberation.

The conjoined ideas of prophetic art and its designation of a future new freedom enter Baldwin’s work as early as “Sonny’s Blues” (published 1957), whose final scene shows an arguably redemptive art creating a momentary state in which “[f]reedom lurked around us.” Each of the three novels that follow also reflects in some way on the truth-telling or reformative ends of art and evokes some expected future social reform or upheaval. Following on these works, *Just Above My Head* presents Baldwin’s most extended portrayal of prophetic commitment in art and its linkage to an expected apocalyptic end to injustice. These emphases, not widely discussed in commentaries, provide the basis for a climactic scene of dedication, focused on a Gospel song of the fall of empire that also serves as one of the novel’s epigraphs.

Baldwin leads us to this scene through an account of Arthur Montana’s early career, from before the Korean War to the early and middle civil rights years. The lyrics Arthur sings over this period, as an adolescent in the short-lived Trumpets of Zion quartet and solo after its breakup, develop from a general Gospel embodying prophetic hopes (“Savior, Don’t Pass Me By,”) to an eschatological hymn (“The Comforter”), sung amid the terror of the civil rights movement, when Arthur’s friend, former Trumpets of Zion partner, and present accompanist, Peanut, is kidnapped and presumed killed after a church rally near Atlanta. Hall’s commentaries further suggest Gospel art’s roots in communal experience and the artist’s function of giving form to impulses originating beyond herself or himself: “[A] mighty work.” Hall asserts early
on, “was being worked, in time, through the vessel of my brother, who, then, ... belong[ed] to me no longer.” The words evoke the biblical tradition that prophets are chosen to speak God's judgments, acting, in effect, as his vessels and transcending their specific identities. Yet Baldwin reworks and expands the tradition: if inspiration comes from beyond the singer, equally the singer cannot receive it unless true to her or his inmost self. "When you sing," Arthur tells Hall in their first real discussion of his homosexuality, "[y]ou've got to be the song you sing. You've got to make a confession." So, in Baldwin's revision of biblical prophetic commissioning, the singer must open her or himself to those she or he sings to, emotionally if not explicitly, in order to sing truly.

Baldwin does not fully specify the source of the artist-prophet's vision. By inference, as just seen, it is partly the artist's inmost soul. In part, the source is the prophet's own time and history and the life of those around her or him, as expressed in a late meditation by Jimmy Miller, Arthur's collaborator and surviving lover:

The song does not belong to the singer. The singer is found by the song. Ain't no singer, anywhere, ever made up a song—that is not possible. He hears something. I really believe, baby, at the bottom of my balls, that something hears him, something says, come here! and jumps on him just exactly like you jump on a piano or a sax or a violin or a drum... That sound you hear... is the sound of millions and millions and, who knows, now, listening, where life is, where is death?

That great artists voice common dreams and hopes is a commonplace; the core of Jimmy's statement is that this action, for true artists, is in no way voluntary. "[S]omething," Jimmy says, "jumps on" the artist, uses the singer as a saxophonist uses that instrument: with regard only for its technical limitations, and then only to push and pummel them. This "something," not further defined, is essentially a mystery—it is the link between the experience of millions and the artistic process that lets the artist's sound become theirs. In Baldwin's use, something like Shelley's "spirit of the age" reaches the prophet-artist through African-American experience crossing generations and extending out into the community's current life.

With these ideas and Arthur's musical evolution as backdrop, Baldwin moves to a depiction of commissioning for and dedication to a directly apocalyptic art, when Arthur is called on to sing in a Paris jazz club. Though set soon after the events mentioned above, this scene is not shown as a specific response to them. Rather, it appears as an artistic maturation, a generic shift in African-American music, and a release of what is already within and around Arthur. Baldwin conveys all this by bringing Arthur, with his French lover Guy, to the nightclub, where he encounters an aging blues artist, Sonny Carr. The mixed-race trio of U.S. musicians and the audience of French, European, Black and white American, black African, and north African aficionados embody the
world’s turmoil and, in their precarious unity, its hope. The older singer’s acquaintance long ago, as an already-mature artist, with Arthur’s then-young pianist father Paul suggests a passing of performing authority between artistic generations. The shift is generic, too, as Carr performs a set of blues, folk, and convict work song standards—“Water Boy,” “Jack of Diamonds,” “See See Rider,” “Take This Hammer,” and “Yellow Dog Blues”—before bringing Arthur on stage and bidding him, “Sing ‘Daniel’!”[24]

This call signifies a transition in the art needed to articulate the community’s needs. The shift is simultaneously from blues and songs of labor to Gospel, and from enduring suffering to its apocalyptic end as the aim African-American art points to. Finally, Arthur’s response signifies the artist’s function as “vessel” (above): he reaches beyond performing intention into his memory, into the song’s past transmission, and into the world around him calling for such a song. For, before Carr speaks, Arthur has been briefly unable to think of any song at all, but at Carr’s directive, “[s]till not certain of the words, Arthur opens his mouth, and the words come out!”[25]

Daniel
saw the stone
that was hewed
out the mountain, . . .

Daniel
saw the stone
that was rolled
into Babylon . . .

Jesus is the stone
that was hewed out the mountain,
tearing down
the kingdom of this world.[26]

The song, “Daniel Saw the Stone,” is a cornerstone of apocalyptic Gospel singing, originating in some versions before 1907 and in Baldwin’s before 1926. It derives from a core text in general apocalyptic thought, Daniel’s interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream of a stone that smashes an idol of gold, silver, brass, iron, and clay—representing successive, degenerating kingdoms—and becomes a mountain filling the earth:

And in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom, which . . . shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand for ever.

Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain without hands, and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God hath made known to the king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream is certain, and the interpretation thereof sure.[27]
The stone “cut out of the mountain without hands,” signifying the spiritual force that overcomes tyranny and oppression, became the topic of an 1884 sermon by the famed Richmond Baptist minister John Jasper. Baldwin’s The Fire Next Time (1963) and Martin Luther King’s “Dream” speech both allude to the phrase—for Baldwin, the generations of African-Americans who have withstood persecution “were hewing out of the mountain of white supremacy the stone of their individuality;” King tells his hearers, “With this faith, we will be able to hew out of the mountain of despair a stone of hope.” Among modern theological commentators, John J. Collins notes that the statue’s destruction denotes “the transcendent power of God to destroy all idols and the kingdoms that worship them;” Gerhard von Rad, with a more temporal emphasis, observes: “The main point is, of course, perfectly clear: with the terrible fourth kingdom [of iron and clay] into which the empire divides, world history has come to an end. The stone which is to be cut ‘by no human hand’ . . . is an image of the kingdom of God that fills the whole earth.” The song, whose thematic importance Baldwin underscores by also using it as an epigraph to Book One, promises the end of all tyrannic empires—then Babylon and Persia, today those of our world. The corollary, the advent of God’s kingdom, is unspoken but plain to those who know Daniel.

Once Arthur sings solo, Carr and he, elder and youth, sing two songs together—“The End of My Journey” and “Another Building Not Made with Hands.” These tell of the long work of witnessing for truth and of God’s acceptance of this work. The first looks to the day “when I come / to the end of my journey, / . . . weary of life, / and the battle is won;” the second gives God’s assessment and then the singer’s: “I’m pleased with what you’ve done, / and your race has been run” and, echoing Second Corinthians and varying Daniel: “I praise God, I have another building, / not made with hands!”

This certainty that prophetic work is well done is necessarily acquired by faith or personal belief, whether in God or some vision of the future. The verses that the last song alludes to speak of this issue. Paul says that we long for “our house which is from heaven,” before concluding, in the words Baldwin has used of the Trumpets of Zion, “[W]e walk by faith, not by sight.” This capacity Sonny wills for Arthur; yet Arthur will not be able to sustain it, and so the biblical allusion serves partly to foreshadow what lies ahead.

**Questioning Apocalypse**

The Paris scene marks a plateau in the protagonist’s life. Further, its placement at the close of Book Four—Just Above My Head’s longest unit, covering the hopes and losses of the civil rights years—seems to make it thematically summative. Yet, as the present-time setting in the mid-1970s indirectly makes clear, the novel’s central fact is the postponement of the apocalyptic overturn of “Babylon” that Arthur’s song promised. The book, then, questions its own apparent cornerstone beliefs.
In real history, the sixteen or so years covered by the novel’s closing section saw, first, the climax of radical and revolutionary agitation in the late 1960s (omitted in Baldwin’s text) and, then, the dying down of mass civil rights and radical agitation in the United States between about 1970 and 1973, along with the ebb of the period’s international radical cultures. In the book’s only direct reference to this shift, chronologically displaced to the middle of the southern tour during which Peanut will be killed, Hall implies that the change brought a massive collapse of hope and commitment:

[W]hen the dream was slaughtered, and all that love and labor seemed to have gone for nothing, we scattered . . . each into his or her own silence. It was in the astounded eyes of the children that we realized, had to face, how immensely we had been feared, despised, and betrayed. Each had, with speed, to put himself together as best he could, and begin again.

Hall’s meaning, allowing for overstatement, is clear. He refers first of all to the assassinations of the 1960s—of King, evoked by the single word “dream,” of Medgar Evers and Malcolm X of Baldwin’s acquaintance, and many more. Further, in saying that “all that love and labor seemed to have gone for nothing,” Hall points to the “dream,” beyond legal changes, of what the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee’s 1960 founding statement called “a social order of justice permeated by love,” as well as to the even more sweeping hopes of that time for a freeing of “Babylon’s” captives. In the novel’s present, “Babylon’s” temporal power appears unshaken. Hall and Julia—his ex-lover and Jimmy’s sister—now live in semi-suburban Bronx and Yonkers neighborhoods; Hall’s children seem accepted at school. But during Hall’s drive to Julia’s house a car ahead flaunts, “AMERICA: LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT;” and Arthur, visiting Hall sometime in these years, wonders “what goes on behind all these careful shutters. It can’t be—nothing. But . . . it sure don’t seem to be something.” The neighborhood, Arthur says, “sucks. With a straw. You ever look into the faces of these people? Oh, baby. Shit. How did that happen?” Hall for his part jokes, “We couldn’t all make it to Canada. Some of us had to stop here.” Hall’s implication, surely, is that “here” is not a free country and that if life is better than in the past, there is no real prospect of ongoing change; Arthur, in turn, appears to despise the reality Hall has uneasily compromised with, yet also to see no way out of it. These characters, then, live African-American middle class lives in the wake of the civil rights movement: not free though freer, half-integrated into a sterile American prosperity, against which Julia’s African-accented clothes and true African décor seem an inoculation. Underlining “Babylon’s” power is the path of desolation leading to the present: of the original Trumpets of Zion members, Peanut and now Arthur are dead, Crunch—Arthur’s first lover—is insane, and Red is an addict and ex-con on methadone; Peanut’s grandmother and others are dead.
as well or, like Red’s mother and Hall and Arthur’s mother Florence, have exiled themselves from the city that brought down their sons.42

This present-time situation frames the novel’s narrative and its clash of ideas. Narratively, the major issue in the novel’s last section is the causes and dimensions of Arthur’s decline. Lynn Orilla Scott, one of the work’s best interpreters, attributes this deterioration to Arthur’s “corrosive, internalized homophobia,” which she sees as responsible for his personal and family problems and his loss of creative direction.43 Clearly sexual self-doubt is operative on some level—Hall has referred earlier to a future time when Arthur would sink “beneath the double weight of the judgment without and the judgment within.”44 Yet Scott’s analysis does not take into account either the impact of the social quiescence just sketched or the independent influence of Arthur’s musical choices, discussed below. Both must be involved in the downward course of an artist dedicated, at the high moment of his faith (above), to heralding the fall of “Babylon.”

On the deeper level of contested ideas, the present-time framework affects Just Above My Head through a disjunction between Arthur’s initial prophetic consciousness (possibly compromised in later life) and Hall’s own assessment of the novel’s events. Differences between the brothers’ outlooks begin with Hall’s religious skepticism, expressed in his comments that “[t]he energy called divine is really human need, translated” and that God is something “we have created.”45 Hall deals respectfully with Arthur’s religious belief—he can imagine, for Arthur, that he and Jimmy confess their love “in the hearing of men, and in the sight of God.”46 But his disbelief establishes distance between their base attitudes. Hall, further, shows unstated skepticism toward the assumptions underlying Arthur’s prophetic vocation. Hall is a political radical who hates the Korean War before he goes to it, who sums up afterward, “It was bitter to see that you were part of a country that didn’t give a fuck about you, or anybody else,” and who in the present, decades after the Supreme Court’s 1955 “All deliberate speed” order, interprets it as designating “the time needed to outwit, contain—and demoralize—the niggers.”47 And he loves his brother desperately and will do anything, go anywhere, to help him in his mission. But, as his “We couldn’t all make it to Canada” (above) tacitly concedes, Hall shows little confidence that injustice is transient, as a prophetic outlook must assume. Hall does not devalue earlier decades’ emancipatory and apocalyptic moods, but has not found his own key to hope.

More broadly still, while honoring Arthur’s effort, Hall places his and others’ lives under the lens of a human experience that never changes: “Yesterday, we were the children, Ruth and I and Julia: we’re the old folks now, and this is what will happen to Tony and Odessa, please God be willing: “I have wondered, more than once, why I started it [the book we are reading], but—I know why... It is an attempt to face both love and death.”48 This recognition of time, loss, and continuity from generation to generation, true and moving, also implies the emptiness of apocalyptic claims: life goes on, is lost and renewed, in times past, now, and times to come. What we hope for our lives is that they
pass to completion with some joy and without too much pain, and we hope the same for our children and theirs—with some gains in status or comfort over the generations. For ordinary people, indeed—though perhaps they hope for heaven—questions of redemptive justice, a new world, seldom arise or seem real, except, significantly, when the whole society stirs, as in the 1960s. And so, through a worldview conveyed by implication rather than outright statement, Hall as narrator calls into question the transformative expectations he has made central in Arthur’s story.

Questioning Prophetic Art

Along with the possibility of redemptive justice, Just Above My Head questions the power and efficacy of prophetic art. Baldwin raises this issue through the plot choice of having Arthur, in his later career, develop as a “crossover” artist who moves from Gospel and Gospel-inflected song to classic and contemporary jazz and pop as his core repertory. Not at once but in the course of years, his musical direction takes him further and further not just from Gospel but also from the prophetic art he developed in his early career. The text’s scant but definite evidence is that the cost of Arthur’s change is a sapping of his belief in his worth as an artist, as a community voice, and, ultimately, as the herald of a new world he once felt himself to be—a “Trumpet of Zion.”

The scattered signposts to Arthur’s road are fairly clear when tracked. We learn early that at some point Arthur “branched out from gospel” and that, in consequence, “people in the church . . . turned against him” with “spiteful” language that “lacerated” him.49 Later, Hall mentions that around the time of his Paris trip Arthur was “being pressured to ‘branch out’ from Gospel,” and “was warily considering this.”50 Finally, much later in the chronology, when Arthur has been with Jimmy for some years, the two discuss the issue after a day’s rehearsing, and tentatively try a 1945 jazz-pop standard, Buddy Johnson’s “Since I Fell for You.”51 Arthur’s turn toward a new style is clear, especially since the song he and Jimmy were rehearsing, Johnson Oatman Jr.’s “Lift Him Up” (1903), is a strongly-felt evocation of redemptive sacrifice with a social outreach message posing Jesus’ example as the way to “reach the masses, men of every birth.”52

Baldwin’s account draws in part on the careers of such originally church-based singers as Rosetta Tharpe, Sam Cooke, the now less-known Donny Hathaway, Marvin Gaye, and Aretha Franklin, each of whom “crossed over” from Gospel and church singing to club and concert performance, often meeting the blowback from Gospel audiences that Hall mentions for Arthur. Some, particularly Gaye, were deeply conflicted over their strong sexual drives, another possible similarity with Baldwin’s story.53 Yet it is also true that some of these artists, Cooke and Gaye specifically, moved toward rather than away from a socially conscious art in their new careers—in the same period, the mid-1960s to early 1970s, implied as that of Arthur’s decline.54 Baldwin, in contrast, assigns Arthur lyrics of personal
love and loss—from “Since I Fell for You,” the final lines, “I guess I’ll never see the light / I get the blues most every night, / Since I fell for you,” and, from Arthur’s last performance, of “Feelin’ Alright” (1968), by Dave Mason, “Boy, / you sure took / me / for one big ride” and “Lord knows, / I’ve got to stop believing / in all your lies.”55 Arthur, then, has not adulterated his art by “branching out” as such, but—in contrast to at least some real crossover artists of his period—is a once prophetic artist who has turned from this component of his art.

By his last months, not only is Arthur’s career fading, but he has grown quarrelsome, is deeply into drink and drugs, and has fallen in with “creepy people.”56 Jimmy feels, two years later, in present time, that “[i]t wasn’t him singing, anymore… That’s what he felt, I know. You [Hall] do, too. But he couldn’t go back, either.”57 While Jimmy’s first comment takes in Arthur’s whole situation, “he couldn’t go back” most probably means he could not reverse his musical evolution. In turn, a loss of belief in his musical integrity may lie behind Arthur’s catastrophic last performance, when, “certain that Jimmy was ashamed of him, and that he should have been ashamed of him,” and “drunk, stoned” besides, Arthur suffers a near-total breakdown of artistic control, singing “Feelin’ Alright,” which he has always handled “as a funky, light, blues-ballad,” as personal lament, losing control of the style and tone and, almost, the beat, and barely finishing.58 Sometime in these final months, apparently, comes the moment Hall tells earlier as foreshadowing, “when Arthur would cry out, weeping briny tears, Look! what they done to my song?”59 “They” may refer to the agents or producers who initially “pressured” Arthur to move beyond Gospel—that is, to commercial control of art and self-commercialization by the artist—or to the “creepy” people Arthur has been seeing.60 But it must also refer partly to Arthur himself, what he has done to his song—in the last analysis, he has chosen his artistic course. So his tears are not just for his behavior and loss of artistic discipline, but for the loss of the musician he began as.

Some such sense would seem to lie behind Jimmy’s assessment of Arthur’s predicament in his final monologue, which makes three important statements about music and the music world. First, reflecting on his and Arthur’s homosexuality and whether homosexuality is “psychological,” Jimmy asks, “If that was true, how could we sing, how could we know that … we are the song we sing?”61 Then, after a pause, Jimmy moves to the points noted earlier on the artist’s “song”—that “[t]he singer is found by the song,” whose sound “is the sound of millions and millions.”62 Last, he sums up:

Arthur got hurt, trapped, lost, somewhere in there. I had to deal with some of his old friends, lovers, leeches, from Paris to London to Amsterdam, to Copenhagen: all Arthur wanted was for the people who had made the music, from God knows who, to Satchmo, Mr. Jelly-Lord, Bessie, Mahalia, Miles, Ray, Trane, his daddy, and you, too, mother-fucker, you! It was only when he got scared about what they might think of what he’d done to their song—our song—that he really started to be uptight about our love.63
In these linked comments Jimmy is in part saying what Arthur has said already: the singer must “make a confession” emotionally if not explicitly (discussed above).64 So, shame over homosexuality, a running idea in Jimmy’s monologue, can stanch the source of the song. However, this is unlikely to be the sole cause of Arthur’s shame, if only because some of those Jimmy mentions, such as Bessie Smith and Mahalia Jackson, were themselves thought or known to be homosexual or bisexual.65 Equally, turning from the springs of one’s most intense musical expression—for Arthur, its redemptive purpose—can itself bring shame, which can, as well, shatter the ability to lay oneself open in music. We can now see Arthur’s evolution as mixed, a combination of shame at abandoning his deepest inspiration and of resurgent sexual self-doubt that both feeds and stems from artistic impasse. We can also understand that Jimmy’s words about the song, though not directly meant as criticism, state an ideal in music that Arthur has lost touch with. Finally, we can assess Jimmy’s list of those Arthur feared to shame. It begins with “God knows who,” the griot or slave singer who created the song, and includes the lineage of those, from Armstrong to Coltrane, who were not necessarily all prophetic artists but created a communal sound, one that refracted, with artistic independence and depth, the community’s past and the open possibilities of its future. This community tradition, roughly, is what Jimmy means by “our song,” and Arthur’s prophetic art has been one expression of it, which Arthur has failed to carry through.

This sketched artistic history implies a critique of prophetic art—rather than just of Arthur’s turn from it—because of the purposes with which Arthur is shown to have developed his art and the circumstances in which he tried to follow its requirements. The purposes become clear in two short passages placed before and just after Arthur’s then-lover Crunch is drafted and sent to Korea:

My brother, turning sixteen then, was alone, and in torment, and in love. He sang, he had to sing, as though music could really accomplish the miracle of making the walls come tumbling down... But the song which transformed others failed to transform him.66

He was singing for Crunch—to keep Crunch safe, and to bring Crunch back, and he was singing for me, to keep me safe and to bring me back: he was singing to hold up the world. There entered his voice then, therefore, a mightily moving, lonely sweetness and the people were transfigured and transfixed: he sang to their love and their worry; he sang to their hope. With his song, and standing before the people, he made his confession at the throne of mercy, and knew himself, then, as his voice issued from him, to be redeemed, in the hands of a power greater than any on the earth. His love was his confession, his testimony was his song.67

The latter passage shows one of the few moments of full unity in Arthur’s life. His confession to an unspecified higher power is of love, love of Crunch (and so sexual love) and of Hall, and connects him to those whose love he sings to,
whose brothers, lovers, sisters, parents, children are in Korea, on the street, or simply making their way through life. And Arthur, who must know that his song alone cannot bring anyone home, much less “hold up the world,” presumably does believe that all whom he sings to can, and perhaps that God can, and that his voice joins him to them. Indeed, the first description asserts, he sings with a conviction tantamount to believing (Hall skeptically inserts “as though”) that his song can act as Israel’s trumpets did at Jericho.

There are two warnings in these descriptions, one direct and one implied. The first is Hall’s assessment, “But the song which transformed others failed to transform him,” referring most directly to Arthur’s pain over Crunch’s affair with Julia but also to his later disorientation and shame. However complex the anguish Hall speaks of, at bottom he is identifying a variant of the general problem of prophesying what will not occur in one’s own time. The prophet speaks of renewal, but lives in the unrenewed time, which tests whether she or he can long “walk by faith.” Baldwin arranges events so that by the time of the Paris performance, Arthur’s faith has already been severely tested. Peanut is dead, his grandmother dead, Red a junkie, Red’s mother gone; only Crunch’s full catastrophe lies ahead. Yet Arthur’s response in Paris, we know, is to deepen and extend his belief and commitment. Ultimately, however, these decisions lead back to the same test, in modified form, when the oppositional energies that in Paris may have seemed limitless dissipate. In the social landscape of Baldwin’s 1970s—when Arthur looks out Hall’s window “as still and as astonished as a prisoner”—the idea of a transformed world can seem not just abstract, but passé. The test of faith posed then for a musician of prophetic hope has a simple form: why not try something new?

The hidden issue in Hall’s description, “the song which transformed others failed to transform him,” lies in the assumption behind its first half, and is also presented by the movement’s rise and ebb. Prophetic art has been based on the idea that art can transmit a spark to its hearers that touches something essential—a need or possibility of standing forth, as the earth’s despised, to effectuate a new beauty and honor. The waning of oppositional movements suggests that these possibilities may not be fundamental, or may stand alongside others just as fundamental; people may on some level long for transformation, yet also—in other moods, or after exhausting efforts—yearn for some advantage in a hard world and hope to get on with their lives. If so, prophetic art would touch, not their very core, but one emotion among many, would be ancillary and not essential, a component or even accidental aspect of a striving among the people that surges and recedes for its own reasons. So, Arthur’s music would not be, as Hall says, “transfigur[ing],” but would only confirm and focus what listeners already feel. Unlike the issue of prophetic steadfastness, this possibility challenges the rationale for and efficacy of prophetic art in toto.

Hall, then, questions both the possibility of a new world and the idea of an art that awakens its hearers to this possibility. Yet, simultaneously, his picture of Arthur’s disintegration shows the deep cost—in self-conception and artistic
direction—of abandoning such an art. Further, the structure of Hall’s narrative allows Arthur’s original dedication to remain in the novel, and even emphasizes it, permitting that dedication to be judged against Hall’s reappraisal. In both ways, Hall’s narrative design asks readers to balance nonprophetic against prophetic ways of viewing the world.

Rain and Fire

At the close of the novel’s action, three ideas seem possible about how to live and make art in a restabilized society. One is to embrace the very limited changes achieved by the novel’s present time while accepting that society remains unjust and can be changed only incrementally. In the commentary mentioned earlier, Robert Reid-Pharr argues that this is, in essence, the novel’s meaning. Reid-Pharr believes Just Above My Head is ultimately “hopeful” because Hall “lives to tell a beautiful story to his two beautiful children” and, more fundamentally, because of the surviving characters’ ability “to forget the bloody injustices done them” and fashion for themselves a world that, “if not more just, is at least a bit more comfortable” (above). Reid-Pharr relates this ability to what he presents as basic qualities of American and African-American life. The very shallowness of Americans’ historical awareness, he argues, creates “the incredible luxury of forgetting and thus of choosing a course different from the bloody past.” More specifically, Reid-Pharr pinpoints a capacity for disengaging and moving on as basic to the race’s life, noting that “generations of Black Americans, faced continually with communal exploitation and personal insult,” have “told one another to ‘forget it.’”71 Reid-Pharr seems, then, to link the ability to “forget” to abandonment of the utopia of a “just” world in favor of a “more comfortable” one. Though he does not discuss what this might mean for art, surely it would imply the art of feeling and irony that Arthur tried to practice.

Reid-Pharr’s view does describe something like Hall’s present stance as a character—seen in his thankfulness for having come this far, the muted hopes of his middle age, and his overall view of life. Yet as an artist Hall excludes this perspective. Rather than “forgetting,” his account relentlessly insists on injustice past and present (Peanut, Crunch, Red) and on the need for memory. The novel’s exploration of the past, after all, begins with two questions from Hall’s children: Tony’s “What was my uncle—Arthur—like?” and Odessa’s “Who’s Red?”72 It is Hall who supplies the novel’s history of “bloody injustices,” and he does so in compulsion as an artist to transmit memory to “the children.”73 Hall’s consciousness, then, is more nearly tragic than Reid-Pharr implies. Something like a tragically-inflected blues attitude, in sum, is possible as a second response to the novel’s present reality. Yet this attitude comes with an unavoidable corollary. A parent’s early death, one’s own aging, even a brother’s self-driven death—offset by one’s survival and one’s children’s burgeoning lives—can belong to a narrative of mixed joy and sorrow, essentially unchanging over time. The murder of a civil rights worker and the death in grief of his
grandmother can belong to this same narrative only if one affirms—as indeed many would—that exclusionary and brutal structures of power are permanent parts of human life, changing in who oppresses whom but never in essence. Whether this is so is the unspoken question behind Baldwin’s apocalypticism, and the question posed by the collapse of apocalyptic hope in *Just Above My Head*.

A third response to the novel’s present period, of course, would be to continue asserting prophetic art’s value and the possibility of overall reformation at some future time. Arthur is the character most associated with the prophetic outlook, but we know little of his ideas in the novel’s recent past. In the scene in which he mocks Hall’s neighborhood (above), we infer that Arthur shuns Hall’s accommodation to current reality, while himself having no clear alternative. But this knowledge tells us nothing of how Arthur, at that time, would regard prophecy and apocalypse—as valid ways to understand the world, no longer valid, or never valid.

Rather than resolving the tension among these viewpoints, Baldwin allows the major views he has held in balance to speak in a final dream scene that is simultaneously a portrayal of Hall’s continuing sorrow and a prophetic vision he cannot fully interpret. Dreams and dream-visions are a prophetic genre important in some biblical contexts, particularly in Daniel: both Daniel 2, discussed earlier, and a related account of the four successive kingdoms as beasts from the sea in Daniel 7 are dream interpretations. Hall’s dream, however, represents not an angelic revelation but what his unconscious mind is aware of that his conscious thought cannot fully understand, and offers, in place of an authoritative interpretation, two song texts and a final comment.

The dream shows characters from Hall’s past—his father Paul, now dead, his mother Florence, and others—struggling up a road through rain, toward Hall, Julia, Jimmy, Arthur (restored by Hall’s wish), and the children, who are sheltered on a country porch. The characters on the road are all associated with a long-ago Christmas, probably in 1950, that marked a high point of the family’s love; gifts from that Christmas figure in the dream. So the dream condenses the novel’s decades-long time span, and the difference between eras that this span incorporates, into one vision. Simultaneously, it poses the novel’s main issue in veiled form, as Arthur twice asks Hall, “Shall we tell them? What’s up the road?” The question “torments me [Hall], like a song I once heard Arthur sing, and can’t now, in my dream, for the life of me, remember”—and the dream moves to the songs and its conclusion, when Hall replies, “No, they’ll find out what’s up the road, ain’t nothing up the road but us, man,” and wakes, his pillow “wet with tears.”

Arthur’s question is in essence about the need for prophecy: shall we “tell them” what will come, in our time, and, so far as we can, in time to come? The two songs represent possible answers. The rain—dream-manifestation of the tears that must already be wetting Hall’s cheeks—evokes the first, “Hurry Down Sunshine,” by Mary Fix and Will Shade (1927). The song lyric, “Hurry down, /
sunshine, / see what tomorrow brings... / The sun went down, / Tomorrow brought us / rain” embodies the universal experience of hope and disillusionment, the pervasiveness of sorrow and “trouble” in life: “Hurry down, sunshine,” we say, anticipating tomorrow, only to find that “tomorrow brought us rain.” The song’s genre, of course, is blues, Baldwin’s music of pain, sorrow, and laughter.79

This song, however, is not one Hall has heard Arthur sing; Hall cannot process Arthur’s repeated question until he hears the song Arthur sang, or one like it, and now he remembers “the beginning of a song I used to love to hear Arthur sing,” evoked by Hall’s consciousness of his pillow as the first was by his tears.80 The verse is part of “When the World’s on Fire,” a Gospel classic: “Oh, my loving brother, when the world’s on fire, Don’t you want God’s bosom to be your pillow?”81 These lyrics directly communicate an apocalyptic belief—the world is on fire—and so the song represents, for Hall’s dreaming mind, Arthur’s alternative to his own skepticism. In his sleep, Hall is able to read Arthur’s song in his own way, as embodying a hope he cannot share, and his answer frees him to wake and acknowledge his tears. Hall’s reply to Arthur is his answer to the book’s central issue: prophecy is useless and redundant, for what is to come is much like what has passed; we are what is “up the road,” and our children’s lives after ours, not any transformed world. The questioning of all elements of Baldwin’s belief system that has marked this novel, then, comes together in Hall’s words.

Arthur’s song, however, requires a prophetic interpretation to balance Hall’s, one unstated in the text but implied by biblical and Gospel contexts. The song derives from the main New Testament source for the idea of the world’s end in fire, the Second Epistle General of Peter, which states that the heavens and earth are “reserved unto fire against the day of judgment,” when “the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the works that are therein shall be burnt up.”82 According to Daniel J. Harrington’s commentary, “[T]his theme is not found elsewhere in the NT [New Testament].”83 The song, then, derives from this passage. It is, in fact, generally associated with it. “The World on Fire,” a sermon on these verses by W. A. Criswell, longtime pastor of First Baptist Church, Dallas, after urging that apocalypse is a cleansing fire to be hoped for, and not physical destruction, moves to its conclusion by mentioning a group of seminarians singing these lyrics, and inviting the congregation, “Did you ever hear that? Could you sing it with me? Let’s try.”84

The discussion in Second Peter involves Just Above My Head’s core opposition, between prophecy and doubt. Composed not by the apostle to whom it is attributed but most likely by a late first-century writer, Second Peter is concerned with the delay in the “parousia,” or triumphant return of Christ, which Jesus’s followers had generally expected to occur before the dying-out of the apostolic generation.85 The letter is cast as a response to “false teachers” or “scoffers” who rejected the promise of apocalyptic transformation in part by claiming that “since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from
prophecy, re-created from the Bible in song by a slave,” that became the title of Baldwin’s most famed work.88 That prophecy is inextricably associated with Second Peter, whose words have “found a firm place in Christian consciousness (‘the fire next time’),” as Harrington notes.89 Arthur’s song is, then, reminding the knowing reader of Baldwin’s past use of apocalyptic reference as it makes its own point that the world is on fire and that it is right and true to expect its transformation and to keep faith when faith seems no longer justified. Through this tacit self-reference, of course, Baldwin implies that not just Arthur’s but his own artistic perspectives may have been mistaken. And yet this possibility is not his fundamental point.

By the novel’s end, Baldwin has, though indirectly, made the cause of Arthur’s decline at least partly clear: a catastrophic loss of inner confidence and direction, related to the incompatibility of his prior prophetic-apocalyptic outlook with the temper of the new time, and involving abandonment of his prophetic stance in art, loss of a clear redemptive hope, and renewed sexual self-doubt. By contrast, Baldwin leaves unresolved the contention between outlooks that Arthur’s history, the novel’s juxtaposition of eras, and Hall’s commentaries all imply. Indeed, he reintroduces the prophetic-apocalyptic view inherent in the story as an alternative to Hall’s, through Hall’s sleeping memory of Arthur’s time of faith.

In this presentation of opposed perspectives in tension, Baldwin speaks in and from a 1970s moment in which the possibility of transformation seems to have gone out of the world’s life. His unique contribution, however, is to respond not by restating his prior, established view that a basic restructuring of society, whether reformative or revolutionary, is possible and likely. Rather, Baldwin speaks to this moment by admitting to the fullest the possibility that hopes for justice—and his own artistic practice—have been empty, but also presenting the need for such hopes and such an art, and the counterposed possibility that they are true. Just Above My Head, then, finally works not as lament and memorial, nor even as artistic self-questioning, but as a presentation of choices. And this presentation is itself a fulfillment of Baldwin’s role as
prophetic artist, for the choice Baldwin presents is real and fundamental. The biblical prophets often presented such choices, but in the form of the community’s obligation to accept or reject God’s word. In Baldwin’s secularized prophecy, there is no word of God, only alternative possibilities that humans must discern and decide between. Nor would it help Baldwin’s case to privilege one over the other narratively. For, always, individuals and social groups must decide between ways of assessing reality based on their experiences, the ideas of their times, their driving moral and practical needs. What Baldwin has done as prophetic artist is to clarify the stakes—the costs and implications of each choice. His prophetic message is that in our own lives and time, we each must decide if rain will or can give way to renewing fire.
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